plant a tree, save a family

ECPN Organisation was founded in 2018 with the goal of doing

" Go Green " work for the society. ECPN do virtual business with
social responsibility. as you know " Resources Aren't Free, They Charge All
a Fee". BLOCKCHAIN is the future of financial market. ECPN Token is a smart
contract platform on the (ERC20) Ethereum Blockchain. ECPN Token
is used for '

Donation ' to "Go Green " project &

also ' Investment'

purpose for our investor.

The Blockchain for Business.

ECPN Token for
'Go Green'
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Disclaimer

Trading crypto assets carries high risks and not suitable for all investors or traders,
before you decide to invest in cryptocurrency you need to understand the risk of
cryptocurrency market and all investments on this matter please consider carefully, if
you don’t afford to risk/loose then please don’t invest. Crypto currency is associated
with high risk.be aware because ECPN Token is not liable if you risk or lose your
money on exchanges.

ECPN Token don’t give any financial advice/investment recommendations, it is
considered that there is a substantial risk/loss involves in trading crypto assets.as a
member of ECPN Token please acknowledge or agree to follow the points given
below: -

ECPN Token is not giving any recommendation to trade in a particular trading platform,
where the ECPN Token is listed you can trade by your wish. There is a high risk
associated in any exchanges you trade so you are responsible for that. ECPN Token
is not liable for any loss/profit.

Crypto currency market is unpredictable, every moment there is a new risk involved,
ECPN Token is not responsible for communicate anticipate or detect any unknown
risks in the market. Factors which are known and unknown can adversely impact the
trading results.so ECPN Token cannot guarantee of future performance. All the
research analysis and opinions about the projects of ECPN Token in this website are
inspired so ECPN Token has taken step towards the work associated with the projects
and also our leaders and members are also requested to come a share their helping
hand respectively to make our planet safe and green.
All the images for go green , biodiesel, are taken form google.

Note: The content/subject in this website is to change at any time without any prior
notice.

Welcome to Crypto World
Now a days Every month lots of coins and tokens have introduced and launched, some
of the tokens, we know which survive and some disappear. 10% of coins stay in the
market and hold but rest are either dumped or scammed, some of the token not even
reach for listing on exchange and some which get listed in exchange don’t even
survive, reason is the people those who have got huge amount of tokens freely in
airdrop, they wait for launching of the token in exchange and their only requirement is
to sell out and get free in other words you can say their purpose of buying and selling
is to dump either knowingly or unknowingly, this is a human nature who always
interested in a small investment with big profit but always in a shortcut method
resulting, they themselves don’t know what they are doing in the market ,each and
every single person a buyer or a seller are equally responsible for the bullish and
bearish situation of the market and in crypto industry dumping is in rapid growth which
is one type of fraud.
There are some HYIP investment schemes are going on in the market where they will
show you a very small investment with a high return but beware of such false
commitments in which peoples are getting trapped. Every people join now and then
result is they completely lose their money. which they will never get back.so ECPN
Token don’t support such programs and instant profit schemes, it believes in slow and
continuous growth. Crypto assets which have been increasingly gained attentions of
every countries public and the uses of this asset in different platforms have also raised.
the digitalisation of these coins or tokens have made online payment process in a
secure and reliable ways but one has to adopt the blockchain process to get benefitted
as we know that when bitcoin launched, it was the big revolution for this generation
and also to our next generation. It’s a great chance for all of us to be part of this
changing world of digitalization and it’s always good to be a part in its starting phase,
like cited before the motto of ECPN Token is also helping people of every countries
with a little contribution by the people for the people where our contributors can donate
little amount to help the projects run efficiently and hassle free in every country where
ECPN Token reach and make its way with its own.

Our mission

1. GoGreen –

we are very much inspired by two slogan “Plant a tree, save a family” &
“Adopt a Tree”. Now a days as we know the pollution and global
warming are main issue. Because we have already cut down many trees
and it continue. if all over world we able to plant a tree for a family then
we will be succeeding to reduce some pollutions and temperature from
this world. Now world population is more than 7 billion. and we think in
future, there will be 3 billion family exist. so, we decide to plant at least
3billions plantation in different continent. For this we invite more to
more peoples join us, so we easily able to reach in every corner of the
world. In Other way we want at least every family “Adopt a tree” like a
new family member.

2. Bio Diesel

After 50 to 100 years, we will use all our crude oil. Crude oil is non
productive and its available in nature. Its not increase by our demand.
Every day many cars, bikes, factory etc needs tons of tons liters petrol,
diesel, gasoline. But will we think, what we do? when it’s totally empty.
Every auto mobile company start to produce electric bike, car, scoter.
And govt. also encourages it. But then also we need Oil. If we will plant
jatropha and make biodiesel then it will support us for many works. And
we also able to produce as much as we need. We take it as our missionwith this we do two work- go green with biodiesel production. In future
more and more farmers and land owners will be join hand with us for
produce bio diesel.

Use of ECPN Token

As we all know ECPN Token has some projects and has some specific goals for its
usability and market survival needs. Now every project of ECPN Token is depend on
some specific usable points which is important to understand for the basic information
of the need of ECPN Token in the world crypto market.

We are going to add different uses of ECPN Token so that the rise of demand will
make an impact in our trading exchange, so how the demand rise? answer is the
demand will only rise if ECPN Token will be used in online payments, projects like
recharge and online shopping and many other methods are coming but we want to
make ECPN Token a bridge between a traditional business with a blockchain
technologies. Blockchain is the only process where there is a time saving with secure
payment sending /receiving process, like sending money from one wallet to another is
just a some clicks away, then why not peoples be a part of this great time efficient
revolution. The only thing is needed is adaptability of digitalization and ECPN Token.

Now a day’s online experiences of trading or investment plans are very frustrating and
standard of trading’s in different exchanges and their rules to comply are also very
difficult to understand and follow but in ECPN Token our contributors/investors/traders
won’t only remember the rules but also, they will return back for more benefits.

we all know the usefulness of cryptocurrencies ,in this digitally growing world where
time is money and no body want to waste it and the best thing is cost is low fees for
transferring but the speed to send from one country to another is truly faster than any
bank wire transfers so ECPN Token has planned to launch some more projects near
future where the usefulness of this ECPN Token will get noticed.

Now the choice for the project research and the use of products in ECPN Token is
completely depends on our investors/traders/contributors to be together in a ECPN
Token platform to reach the new heights with the demand of crypto assets in this
growing world of digitalization where the expectation and pressures hails but with the
wisdom of our growth each and every product/projects will get noticed .

4) Our projects:

a) Online shopping website and app:

ECPN Token is going to launch its own online shopping app where you can buy/sell
products with ECPN Token, as we all know online shopping business is so convenient
where you can shop with your convenience by staying at home and the best thing is
you can shop their 24/7 with your ease, where you can get every materials and goods
with a good comparison amount which we call bargain in our local shops .where you
can get products in a cheap deals with better price compatibility, also discount
coupons and many more offers and products from all over the world .there you get
varieties and choosing options right in front of your screen. Where you can send gifts
to your loved ones in the matter of few mints and some clicks, without any crowd with
a best price comparison and vast product base online shopping is everyone’s
favourite. Best part is without harming your privacy .so ECPN Token is starting an
online shopping app where you can use your ECPN Token for buying products with
some good offers.

b) Online recharge business:

There are lots of other options but ECPN Token choose Telecom industry- online
recharge business because in every country in the world there are a huge mobile
phone user, internet users are there. The way the no. of user increased the global
mobile population has also increased the active subscribers and the internet user who
are habituated and not to stay a single day without phone or internet connection.
People can stay without food but they cannot stay without internet because it connects
a person worldwide.so the demand of mobile and internet is growing day by day. This
is the way ECPN Token will grow demand and the more users and peoples will involve
in payment sending/receiving the value of ECPN Token and its demand will increase.
Now we all know about blockchain which has great transparency, enhanced security,
secured and improved traceability, increased speed, reduced costs and the extensive
growth of bitcoin is a great proof of the booming crypto industry.
Its ok telecom industry has world-wide users and customers in every single home but
crypto world is still growing, Crypto coin is still untouchable by a huge part of our world.
What is blockchain? What is crypto token? what is crypto coin? What is the use? how
people using? And also, some companies and shopping platforms have started using
crypto currencies as their ecommerce payment option. ECPN Token is also going to
be a part of Ecommerce business and make people aware of online crypto currency

payment systems. There are several well-known companies those are successful and
growing in this business so like this demand of ECPN Token will grow.

ECPN Token Income Generation Programme

a) Faucets
b) High-low games
c) jackpot games
d) Paying Forums, you can earn free Ecpn tokens by participating in these programs
e) Micro Works – home based
f) Freelance Works

By the use of all above points, we increase our members day by day. Its like one
member get free some ECPN Token and try our service. Or you say, we give them
small unit free to test or check the crypto coin or blockchain.

And if possible, we also provide them some genuine homebased work or part time
work for earn some Ecpn Token as their remuneration. With Ecpn Token we generate
micro work for our members. So, they will able to earn some handsome money.

We also create Freelance work, where our freelancer are get work from worldwide and
able to income from home. Day by day we will grow with Ecpn Token.

Tokens

Total Supply

- 3,000,000,000

10% IEO Supply

- 300,000,000

(including all bonuses)
5% Airdrop

- 150,000,000

(Airdrop & giveaway to Exchanges)
Soft capital

- 1050 Btc

(IEO )
Hard Capital

- 60,000 Btc

( Launching price or it will be depend on Market price )
60% Token

- 1,800,000,000

(Lock for 2 years then daily wise release 0.01%)

RoadMap

June 2019

Ecpn Organisation create Ecpn Token (Erc 20) Ethereum token.

Phase 1

Ecpn Token will start IEO in 2 exchange.

Phase 2

Ecpn Token will start listing & trading at least in 2 exchange.

Phase 3

Ecpn Token will list in CoinmarketCap & similar website, and list
in another 2-3 exchange for trading.

Phase 4

Ecpn Token “Go green” process will start. And list in another 2-3
exchange for trading.

Phase 5

Ecpn organisation will start micro works, faucet works, freelance
works payment as Ecpn Token.

Phase 6

Ecpn Organisation will start Ecpn Token usable programmes.
a. Recharge website or apps
b. Online Shopping website & apps

Phase 7

Ecpn Token “Bio Diesel” process will start.

Donation
Donators are invited directly to pay donations for GO GREEN & SOCIAL WORKS.
Ecpn (ERC20) /
Eth wallet no.- 0x89856c5C447B066d0b985AfacaCd30b55D84de1c
BTC wallet no.- 1ENj12ycvYGmTUuXkbMejfAA9nHptcbZWE

Investment programs
Investors are invited for business hand towards Ecpn Token projects. for more details
contact to: info@ecpntoken.org

Teams Members Details
You get the details in our website – https://ecpntoken.org/our-team
Every month we update our website. Keep on eye in our website for Ecpn progress.
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considered that there is a substantial risk/loss involves in trading crypto assets.as a
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below: ECPN Token is not giving any recommendation to trade in a particular trading
platform, where the ECPN Token is listed you can trade by your wish. There is a
high risk associated in any exchanges you trade so you are responsible for that.
ECPN Token is not liable for any loss/profit.
Crypto currency market is unpredictable, every moment there is a new risk involved,
ECPN Token is not responsible for communicate anticipate or detect any unknown
risks in the market. Factors which are known and unknown can adversely impact the
trading results.so ECPN Token cannot guarantee of future performance. All the
research analysis and opinions about the projects of ECPN Token in this website are
inspired so ECPN Token has taken step towards the work associated with the
projects and also our leaders and members are also requested to come a share their
helping hand respectively to make our planet safe and green.

Note: The content/subject in this website is to change at any time without any prior
notice.

